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1. What is it?
The UoE Twitter Widget is a custom feed that can be added when customizing your
blog’s appearance.

2. What does it do?
The widget appears on your blog’s sidebar or footer and offers live feed from your
chosen UoE Twitter sources.

3. How does it work?
To add this widget to your blog follow these simple instructions:
Go to Appearance> Widgets. Select the toggle blog inserter icon shown as a
“+”at the top left of the page. Click on Twitter feed.

Now, decide where you would like your widget to appear
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1. Legacy widget: Use to change the block type or style into a column, group or
a widget group.
2. Drag: Use to drag the twitter feed widget to the desired position in your blog.
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3. Move up & down arrows to position the widget in the blog.
4. Move the widget to the sidebar, left, right or middle footer or to the inactive
widgets area.
5. Options: Use to copy, duplicate, and insert another widget/block before or
after the twitter feed.
Fill in the necessary features: enter a title for your feed, number of tweets to show
and which search term you want your Twitter widget to feed from. You can find
content from either a user (by typing @username) or from a theme (by typing
#theme). When you are happy click on Update.
That’s it! Your Twitter Feed Widget should be active. See below to get an idea of
what it looks like.

